Formamide dimers: a computational and matrix isolation study.
The dimerization of formamide (FMA) has been investigated by matrix isolation spectroscopy, static ab initio calculations, and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations. Comparison of the experimental matrix IR spectra with the ab initio calculations reveals that two types of dimers A and C are predominantly formed, with two and one strong NH...O hydrogen bonds, respectively. This is in accordance with previously published experiments. In addition, there is also experimental evidence for the formation of the thermally labile dimer B after deposition of high concentrations of FMA in solid xenon. The AIMD simulations of the aggregation process show that in all cases dimer C is initially formed, but rearrangement to the more stable doubly hydrogen-bonded structures A or B occurs for a fraction of collisions on the sub-picosecond time scale.